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A note from the Vice-Chairman,
Lesley Harrison
“I am just learning how to direct on line and am
surprised just how much time and effort is put in by
the directors and scorers to make all our on-line
sessions such a success.
We started out using EBU directors but this cost £40
per session and was eating into the small income of
the Cheltenham Bridge Club. Our volunteer directors
gave freely of their time to learn and direct and then
teach other volunteers.
Everyone is missing face to face bridge but if we
want the Club to be there when getting together is
allowed, we need to keep our income coming in.

Lesley in Montpellier Gardens
having had a park bench coffee
with a friend

Some members are playing on BBO in the Casual
section which has no charge. However, if you were
playing at the Club they would be deriving income
from you playing.
You will all have received notification of 2021 subs
and I do urge you to pay these promptly and thank
you to all who added something extra towards club
costs. It is very much appreciated and helps to keep
paying for the ongoing costs of the building.
On behalf of all the committee, I wish you a peaceful
and happy Christmas and a very much better 2021!
Lesley
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Guess who I met during lockdown?

Mike and his wife
Ashok and Marie-Annick

The Prom at night

Kirsty in the rain!

Janet laughing
as usual
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I can be sure to meet at least one
member of CBC every time I go to
Pittville Park

Roger and Jan
enjoying a
muddy walk
and hoping to
spot the
kingfisher.

Jill and Sheila enjoying the sun

Lindsay
and
friend

Pauline trying not to
have her photo
taken!

Nicole and her
friend who
wants to learn
bridge!
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Judy prepared
for the cold!

Montpellier and
Imperial

Kate enjoying a
walk

Garden
walkers!

Lesley on her
morning
constitutional
walk.

Margaret glad
to meet face to
face
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Marion, snapped
when she was
out walking with
a friend

Farewell to
2020!
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